Serial Nominated Sites for World Natural Heritage

China Danxia—Jianglangshan

Legend
- Boundary of Nominated Property
- Boundary of Buffer Zone
- Residence Area
- River
- Road
- Ya peak 733 ▲ Peak with Elevation

Map details:
- Jiutanshi Mountain 602
- Ling Peak 765
- Lang peak 824
- Jiangling Mountain 653
- Longqing Mountain 509
- Longqingdao Peak 619
- Tai Mountain 477
- Ya Peak 756
- Ya peak 733
- Shibiwuwei Mountain 832
- Baibu Mountain 867
- Daxiding Mountain 948
- Shaozhuang Mountain 886
- Dongwu Mountain 1114
- Kukeng Mountain 868
- Zhilong Village
- Gucun Village
- Shantoupu Village
- Yaojiawu Village

Beijing Coordinate System 1954, Elevation from the Huanghai Sea Level 1956, Contour interval 40m.
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